17th FAI WORLD MICROLIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP
Hosín, Czech Republic
6th–15th August 2020
Why should you come?
What can you see?
Why should you compete in Czech Republic?
Let’s see...
Motto of Championship:

,, We won‘t do just a competition for our flying friends… We want to make a pleasant event with friendly atmosphere and with flying over the rich countryside! Don‘t let your family members and partners at home, bring them along and make a nice holiday full of experiences in one of the best places in Czech Republic.“
And now little bit serious!

- Training, aircraft inspection, registration: 6th – 8th August 2020
- Opening Ceremony: 8th August 2020
- First Competition briefing: 8th August 2020
- Contest Flying Days: 9th – 14th August 2020
- Closing Ceremony, Prize-giving: 15th August 2020

- Facebook – soon available
- Director: Jiří Nečas
- Classes: AL1, AL2, WL1, WL2, GL1, GL2
- Entry Fees: 400 Eur – pilot or navigator
- 80 Eur – teamleader
- 50 Eur – other
- Language: English
Airport – Hosín LKHS
Airport – Hosín LKHS
WGC 2018
Airport – some facts

• Fuel station – MOGAS 98
• Camp – electricity, water, bathrooms, Wi-Fi
• Restaurant at the airfield
• Shops and other in a nearby town and city
Tasks

• Navigation tasks over interesting and historical places
• Cross country tasks to other airports
• Fuel economy tasks with respect for safety
• Precision tasks without dangerous elements
• Tasks that tell a story
Planes

- 600 Kg MTOW
- Insurance 750 K SDR
- No gyro equipment
- Sealing or uninstalling radios
We are looking forward to welcoming you!
Apart from competition flying:
• Hangar parties, cultural programme
• Possibility of trips (renting of cars, bicycles, boats, canoes)
• Possibility of living in hotels nearby
• …
1st International Microlight flying navigation camp

- 3rd – 5th August 2020 at Hosin Airfield
- Registration at [www.wmc2020.net](http://www.wmc2020.net)
- Fees: Free for participants of World Microlight Championship
- 50 EUR/1 per. for non-registered participants
- Content of camp:  - Theory and practise of flying navigation competition
  - Preparation of tasks and competition
  - Scoring and software for scoring and preparation of map
- More information will be at [www.wmc2020.net](http://www.wmc2020.net)
1st International Microlight flying navigation camp

Why we do that?

• To bring more competitors to the contest
• To help countries and pilots who don‘t have any national competitions in their country to try something new
• To bring back big international competitions
• To pass our know-how onto others
• To bring new and young people to the competition flying
• To promote competition flying
And if you come earlier?
Petr Tucek Navigation Cup 2020

• 1st August 2020 at Hosin Airfield
• One round out of ten of the Czech open flying navigation cup
• Composed of one Navigation task combined with one Precision landing
• Registration at ppt.laacr.cz, entry fee 150 CZK (about 6 EUR)
• Entry fee covers: maps, task description, setting up and evaluating the task, GNSS loggers for competition, lunch, free use of the airport
So see you in summer!
Thank you for your attention